
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  

CVS-1410 DIGITAL ECHO SOUNDER 

CVS-1410 Koden CVS-1410 Digital Echosounder, 10.4" LCD, 1 kW, 50/200 kHz $2,799.00 

TRANSDUCERS, CABLES AND ADAPTERS 

BD-08BFFA-L180 8 pin connector only for transducer cable (can also use Conxall 6282-8SG-519) $20.00 

CW-840 Transducer cable with depth transducer wires only, no depth, temp, 1' $75.00 

CW-838-0.3M Transducer cable with transducer, temp/speed sensor wires, 1' $85.00 

TD501T-8CX 
High quality 50/200 kHz 1 kW bronze through hull transducer with temp sensor, 9m single cable, prewired 
with Koden 8 pin digital connector 

$400.00 

BTH260-8CX 
Broadband 50/200 kHz 1 kW bronze through hull high sensitivity transducer with fairing block and temp 
sensor and 6' cable, 10 m adapter cable prewired with Koden 8 pin digital connector - recommended for 
best performance 

$1,249.00 

UTM260-8CX 
Broadband 50/200 kHz 1 kW transom mount high sensitivity transducer with kick up feature, mounting 
hardware, urethane housing, prewired with Koden 8 pin digital connector - recommended for best 
performance 

$1,049.00 

TD-031-8CX 
Rubber molded broadband 50/200 kHz 1 kW high sensititivy transducer commercial vessels, no fairing 
block, prewired with Koden 8 pin digital connector - recommended for best performance 

$1,599.00 

Digital-A-Cable 3 Adapts old style metal 3 pin small Fuji plug to the new 8 pin plug for digital Koden sounders, 4" $65.00 

Digital-A-Cable 5 Adapts old style metal 5 pin large Fuji plug (CVS-841) to the new 8 pin plug for digital Koden sounders, 4" $85.00 

Digital-A-Cable 8 Adapts old style metal 8 pin small Fuji plug to the new 8 pin plug for digital Koden sounders, 4" $65.00 

SPARES 

CW-253-2M 5 pin power cord $83.75 

OPTIONS 

GPS-20A Smart GPS sensor to enable Navigation and Hot Spot functions $259.00 

CW-576-0.5M 
VGA out cable with 15D female plug. For external monitor connection - use any 4:3 ratio VGA monitor in 
portrait orientation - UNIQUE OPTION 

$150.00 

CW-376-5M 6 pin NMEA cable, 5 meters long, one end plain $75.00 


